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Abstract

1 The influence of internal nozzle flow characteristics over the evaporative
spray development is studied experimentally for two different nozzle geome-
tries and three different fuels. This is a continuation of previous work by
the authors where non-evaporative isothermal spray development was stud-
ied experimentally for the same nozzle geometries and fuels. Current study
reports macroscopic spray characteristics by imaging the liquid and vapor
phases of the spray simultaneously using independent cameras and optical
techniques. The liquid phase is captured by a fast-pulsed diffused back illu-
mination setup, while the vapor phase is captured by a single-pass Schlieren
setup with diaphragm. The nozzle geometries consist of a conical nozzle and
a cylindrical nozzle with 8.6 % larger outlet diameter when compared to the
conical nozzle. Among the three fuels, two are pure components—n-heptane
and n-dodecane—while the third consists of a three-component surrogate to
better represent the physical and chemical properties of diesel fuel. For a
fixed ambient density, the liquid penetration is controlled by ambient tem-
perature while the vapor penetration is controlled by injection pressure. The
cylindrical nozzle, in spite of higher mass flow rate and momentum flux,
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shows slower vapor spray tip penetration when compared to the conical noz-
zle. Also, the cylindrical nozzle consistently produced shorter liquid lengths.
The vapor spray spreading angle is found to be inversely proportional to the
spray tip penetration, largely influenced by the nozzle geometry and the am-
bient density. n-Heptane spray shows the shortest liquid lengths, followed
by n-dodecane and finally the Surrogate. No significant difference in vapor
penetration rates was found between fuels, confirming that the vapor spray
is controlled by momentum, which is independent of fuel. This was not the
case for the non-evaporative isothermal sprays previously studied by the au-
thors. Liquid lengths show the expected responses to parametric variations
of ambient temperature and density. Two empirical predictive models are
presented and utilized to analyze the influence of fuel properties on the liq-
uid length. The primary factor controlling the liquid length between fuels is
found to be their volatility. Finally, the cylindrical nozzle exhibits larger line-
of-sight contour fluctuations in both the liquid and vapor phases, which in
turn contributes to the shorter liquid lengths and slower vapor penetration.

Keywords: Macroscopic spray development, evaporative spray formation,
surrogate fuels, liquid length, vapor penetration, spray dispersion

1. Introduction

The performance and emissions of direct injection internal combustion
engines are significantly controlled by the air-fuel mixture preparation. Fuel
injection system technology and capability play key roles in the mixture for-
mation processes [1]. Fuel sprays, being primarily characterized by physically
complex phenomena and intrinsically stochastic behavior, are remarkably
challenging to comprehend by engine and combustion researchers. Over the
last three decades, experimental researchers have studied fuel sprays thor-
oughly in search for a better understanding of these phenomena and also for
supporting data that permits validation of detailed numerical models [2].

Among all challenges presented by the physics of fuel sprays injected
in-cylinder, the effect of nozzle geometry on the formation, mixing and com-
bustion of the diesel spray is still of interest to the research community and
the automotive industry. Even though it has been studied before, the true
extent of the effect of nozzle geometry over a wide span of operating con-
ditions (including fuels) and response variables is not yet fully understood.
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Nomenclature

ρ Ambient density

ρf Fuel density

σ Standard deviation

τ Optical thickness

θ Vapor spray spreading angle

A Density ratio

B Specific energy ratio

Ca Area coefficient

Cp,liq Liquid phase constant pressure
specific heat capacity

do Orifice nominal diameter

deff Orifice effective diameter

hvap Specific enthalpy of vaporization

I Pixel intensity

k Proportioning constant

m Mass fraction

Pr Rail pressure

Ta Ambient temperature

Tb Boiling temperature

Tf Fuel temperature at the orifice

T90 Temperature at 90 % evaporation

xliq Predicted liquid length

k0 Cylindrical nozzle

k15 Conical nozzle

CFD Computational fluid dynamics

ECN Engine Combustion Network

FOV Field of view

LED Light-emitting diode

PAH Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon

RMSE Root-mean-square error

SOI Start of injection
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For instance, Badock et al. [3] and later Ganippa et al. [4] presented results
claiming that nozzle flow characteristics have negligible influence over the
spray formation and that momentum is the only controlling variable for mix-
ing. Contrasting these studies, several authors show that the flow inside the
nozzle influences the near-nozzle region of the spray in terms of liquid-phase
break-up, liquid length, and spray angle [5–11]. Many other studies also ev-
idence the effects of nozzle flow characteristics over the macroscopic spray
[6, 12–18]. This contrast, along with the remaining uncertainty on the effect
of nozzle geometry on entrainment, combustion, and pollutant formation,
leaves room for fundamental questions on the subject.

These fundamental questions could be addressed from the information
provided by computational fluid dynamic (CFD) models, which output a
large amount of temporal and spatial data that the experimental approach
is unable to acquire [2]. The predictive capability of validated CFD mod-
els can cut final product costs dramatically. Nevertheless, current state-
of-the-art models still require high-fidelity experimental data for validation
and accurate bounding of the problem. Majority of current spray models
employ initial and boundary conditions at the nozzle exit as an indirect
coupling to the flow inside the nozzle [14, 16, 17, 19]. Such methods often
dampen or lose smaller scale nozzle flow characteristics, and also present
numerical issues such as different time-step lengths for each model to be cou-
pled. Hence, the computed spray development using the indirect coupling is
mainly dictated by momentum, aerodynamics, and mixing. Recently, a few
authors have published computational models that employ a full grid com-
prising the nozzle internal geometry and the spray [20–25]. It is important
to point out that the work presented by Desantes et al. [20, 25] and Xue
et al. [23, 24] have benefited significantly by the considerable size and good
quality of the Engine Combustion Network (ECN) open database and efforts
(http://www.sandia.gov/ecn/, [26]), which allowed access to very high res-
olution tomographies of the internal nozzle geometry, along with extensive
experimental data from different institutions around the world. However,
the effects of nozzle geometries on spray formation, and to some extent, fuel
properties, were still out of the scope of these studies and so these publi-
cations do not answer the questions raised about the effects of nozzle flow
and fuel characteristics over the macroscopic spray. These type of models
could provide significantly more detail to the mechanisms and physics that
control the relationship between nozzle flow, cavitation, and spray develop-
ment, but they still need large amounts of experimental data for validation
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and bounding of the problem.
Fully predictive CFD models demand minimal uncertainties in physical

and chemical fuel properties. The development of surrogate fuels is one way
to achieve this while providing detailed chemical kinetic mechanisms [27–
29] further reduced to computable sizes [28, 30] that can be employed in
a fully reactive spray model. Surrogate fuels are often carefully tailored to
mimic the behavior of real diesel fuel over the diagnostic being performed
[28, 31, 32]. For some years, the surrogate of choice for diesel fuel has been
a single-component species n-heptane. There have been more than a hun-
dred studies of diesel combustion that have used n-heptane as a convenient
surrogate. There have been two important reasons for this choice. First,
n-heptane has a Cetane number of 56 that is reasonably close to the Cetane
number of common diesel fuel, so its ignition is similar to that of diesel fuel
which is convenient for ignition or heat release studies [16, 27, 30, 33, 34]. In
addition, a detailed kinetic reaction mechanism for n-heptane was published
by Curran et al. [27] in 1998 with all of the detail required to carry out thor-
ough combustion studies. Recently, it has become apparent that n-heptane
is not sufficient as a diesel surrogate, for instance, Idicheria and Pickett [35]
showed that the n-heptane flame produces considerably less soot than a #2
diesel flame at similar conditions, and the soot distribution within the flame
was also found to be quite different. Therefore, richer surrogates containing
aromatics and other species that are important components in diesel fuels
must also be represented in the surrogate selected for this study.

Although combustion performance is out of the scope of this publication,
different fuels will present different behaviors regarding nozzle flow charac-
teristics. Som et al. [36] presented a study of the effects of fuel properties on
cavitation characteristics and nozzle-outlet turbulence kinetic energy, simi-
lar to the experimental micro-visualization work presented by Payri et al.
[37] and later Jiang et al. [38]. However, neither of these studies show the
influences that different cavitation regimes found for each fuel may have on
spray formation. Chen et al. [39] presented a study analyzing the effects of
diesel and four alternate fuels on droplet diameters, spray penetration and
cone angle. However, the effects of cavitation and nozzle flow characteris-
tics are not contrasted with fuels in the paper. On this context, although the
link between nozzle flow characteristics and macroscopic spray formation has
been partially studied—especially linking the effects of nozzle geometry and
cavitation to the spray formation—little to no information is found in the
literature regarding the effects of fuel properties on nozzle flow and the cor-
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responding macroscopic spray development, especially combining these with
cavitating regimes.

This study is a contribution to the current understanding of the effects of
nozzle flow characteristics over the macroscopic evaporative spray develop-
ment. The study follows up on two previous works which analyze the effect
of nozzle geometry on spray formation [40] and the effect of nozzle geometry
combined with different fuels on the hydraulic performance and liquid isother-
mal non-evaporative spray formation [41]. In this work, all experiments were
also performed for the same two different nozzle geometries and three fuels.
The experimental campaign consisted in visualizing liquid and vapor phases
in high temperature/high pressure chamber conditions, covering a reasonable
span of parametric variations. With these experiments, two main goals are
pursued: first, to evaluate the influence of nozzle flow characteristics over the
macroscopic liquid and vapor sprays with supporting experimental data for
different fuels and second, an effort is made in obtaining a large database of
quality data useful for CFD model validations with different fuels. State-of-
the-art experimental techniques, facilities and equipment were employed in
order to ensure highest quality of data acquired and reported.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Hardware

2.1.1. The high temperature and high pressure test rig

All visualization experiments were performed in a constant pressure-flow
test chamber, capable of mimicking the in-cylinder thermo-dynamic condi-
tions of a diesel engine at the time of injection. This test rig features the
unique capability of obtaining nearly quiescent and, compared to other facili-
ties such as constant volume chambers [42], steady thermodynamic conditions
within the chamber. This is particularly useful for extensive experimental
campaigns with parametric variations of thermodynamic test conditions. The
quiescent and steady conditions provide a high test repetition rate—also re-
ducing the effective test time for a given set of test conditions—and enhance
the shot-to-shot precision of the tests performed.

The high gas temperature is achieved from the heat exchange between
the working gas and a set of electrical resistors located inside the inlet pipe
that leads to the chamber. The installation is able to produce a maximum
ambient temperature and pressure of 1000 K and 15 MPa respectively, in
the test chamber. The chamber has three large optical accesses—128 mm in
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diameter—placed orthogonally in order to have complete optical access to
the injection event. A description, photo and schematic of the installation
can be found in works previously published by the authors [43, 44].

2.1.2. The fuel injection system

A common-rail injection system consisting of a high pressure pump and
a conventional rail with an electronic pressure regulator is used [45]. This
system can generate relatively high rail pressures of up to 220 MPa and main-
tain it at the set value while injecting fuel. The injector body temperature
is controlled using a special injector holder designed to have coolant flowing
in direct contact with the injector body. The temperature of the coolant
is adjusted in function of the discharge chamber gas temperature and den-
sity, to guarantee a constant sac inner wall temperature of approximately
110 ◦C [46]. The injector’s return line is pressurized to 0.6 MPa as required
by the injection system to work properly. The entire fuel injection system is
electronically controlled and all the settings are introduced digitally.

2.1.3. Nozzles

All experiments are performed for two different nozzles, mounted on two
independent injector bodies. Table 1 summarizes the injectors utilized and
their nominal nozzle geometries. The injectors are piezo-electrically actu-
aded. The two nozzles are micro-sac type single-hole nozzles, with differ-
ent conicity but equal hydro grinding (13.5 % each) and nominal flow rate
(124 cm3/min/10 MPa each). Note that Table 1 includes reference symbol
and color columns which indicate the symbols and/or colors that will be
used to distinguish nozzles in the results section.

Table 1: Injector hardware utilized and nominal nozzle geometries.

Nozzle ref. Nozz. type Do [µm] k-factor Ref. symbol Ref. color

k0 micro-sac 151 0 � purple
k15 micro-sac 138 1.5 ◦ green

2.1.4. Fuels

All experiments were also performed for three different fuels. The first fuel
selected is n-heptane. As stated in the Introduction section, n-heptane has
long been utilized as a diesel surrogate to mimic diesel fuels in ignition and/or
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heat release studies [27, 30, 33, 34]. The second fuel selected is n-dodecane,
which features similar carbon content and boiling characteristics to those of
diesel fuels, so it is expected to better mimic the mixing behavior of diesel
fuels. This is one of the reasons n-dodecane was also selected as the primary
fuel of study for the main ECN campaign [26], and it has been extensively
characterized in the complete spectrum of experimental diagnostics and nu-
merical simulations performed by the group. However, n-dodecane is not
expected to be an adequate surrogate for ignition-related behavior, because
of its Cetane number (approx. 88). Last, a multi-component diesel surrogate
consisting of n-tetradecane (0.5), n-decane (0.25) and α-methylnaphthalene
(0.25) is utilized. Numbers in parentheses represent mass fractions. This
surrogate—from this point foward simply referred to as “Surrogate”—is ex-
pected to better mimic the soot-related behavior of real diesel fuel due to
the PAH content and C/H ratio being closer to that of real diesel fuel. The
short ignition delays expected due to the large n-tetradecane and n-decane
contents (with Cetane numbers close to 96 and 77 respectively) are, at the
same time, delayed by the the α-methylnaphthalene content. Nevertheless,
combustion behavior is out of the scope of this publication, so only the fuel
properties relevant to this study are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2: Fuels utilized and their properties at 298 K and 101 kPa. Except for the Surrogate
fuel, all properties were extracted from the NIST Chemistry WebBook [47]. For the
Surrogate fuel, density, viscosity and surface tension were measured as per ASTM D1298,
ASTM D445 and UNE EN 14370 respectively.

Property Units n-Heptane n-Dodecane Surrogate

Density kg/m3 679.7 745.8 802.1
Viscosity Pa s 5.59e-4 1.36e-3 1.61e-3
Surface tension N/m 0.020 0.025 0.026
Boiling point K 372 489 450 to 520
Cp,liq J/kg/K 2234 2212 Tab. 3
hvap kJ/kg 359 358 Tab. 3

Ref. color - cyan blue magenta

The Surrogate distillation curve is presented in Figure 1. This Surrogate
starts boiling near 450 K, the boiling point of n-decane. On the other hand,
it is completely evaporated near 520 K, the boiling point of n-tetradecane,
which comprises half of the mass of the Surrogate fuel. Note also that n-
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Table 3: Components of the Surrogate fuel and their properties at 298 K and 101 kPa. All
properties were extracted from the NIST Chemistry WebBook [47].

Property Units n-Tetradecane n-Decane α-methylnaphthalene

Boiling point K 523 447 515
Cp,liq J/kg/K 2208 2192 1578
hvap kJ/kg 361 361 415

heptane features a boiling point considerably lower than the boiling range
of the Surrogate, which at the same time includes the boiling point of n-
dodecane. From these properties, it would be expected for n-heptane to
feature much shorter liquid penetration lengths in comparison to the other
two fuels, with the Surrogate fuel showing the longest values.
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Figure 1: Distillation curve for the Surrogate fuel as per ASTM D86.

2.2. Evaporative inert spray visualization

2.2.1. Optical setup

The optical setup, shown in Figure 2, consisted of two separate cameras
and optical arrangements for the visualization of liquid and vapor phases of
the fuel spray. Note that even though the cameras’ frame rates were not
equal, both cameras recorded all injection events simultaneously.

Liquid phase was visualized through a diffused back illumination (DBI)
setup. The recent introduction of a high speed pulsed light-emitting diode
(LED) has made this optical setup/technique very convenient for liquid spray
visualization of single hole nozzles [40, 41, 48, 49]. Current high-speed cam-
era capabilities in combination with a high-speed pulsed light source—with
a controlled pulsed duration of 50 ns —produce images significantly sharper
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than any continuous light source or flash type light source option, and reduce
the actual timing uncertainties of the image acquired. In this setup, the light
emitted by the source is forced through a diffuser, a field lens and a beam
splitter before going into the chamber. Inside the chamber, the light passes
through the liquid core with refractive index much greater than the surround-
ing gas. This difference in refractive indices deflects light strongly such that
the beams entering the liquid core are not captured by the camera which, in
turn, renders dark spots on the image at those corresponding locations. The
main trajectory of this light is indicated by the blue arrow in Figure 2. Note
that since the source light is diffuse, each pixel rendered in the image results
from a composition of beams that take different paths through the test cham-
ber, hence, the collection system captures all but highly deflected rays (i.e.
those that cross liquid phase), which makes this technique virtually insensi-
tive to small refractive index changes such as local gas temperature fluctua-
tions or the vapor phase of the fuel spray. This is translated into a diffuse,
constant and smooth background which is essential for the pixel-wise extinc-
tion computation explained later in the image processing section [48, 49]. A
slight effect of the vapor phase is still observable in the instantaneous images
(often referred to as “beam steering” [48]) but this is discarded by feeding
the segmentation algorithm with the appropriate threshold [48, 50]. The
camera utilized for this technique was a Phantom V12, acquiring images of
320 pix× 96 pix at 120 kHz with a spatial resolution of 6.38 pix/mm. This
produced a 50 mm field of view (FOV) along the spray axis, and a maximum
measurable penetration length of 45 mm, taking into account the location of
the nozzle. The actual exposure time was given by the effective LED pulse
duration, which was set to 50 ns .

Schlieren imaging has been successfully employed by several researchers
to identify gradients in refractive indices of transparent media. For vaporiz-
ing diesel sprays, this technique is able to capture the line-of-sight boundary
between vaporized fuel and ambient gases, as there is an appreciable differ-
ence in refractive indices between these [2, 26, 50]. Since the rays of light
are collimated into a cylindrical beam, small deflections due to refractive in-
dex gradients are rendered in the image as shades. In this study, the vapor
spray was visualized through a single-pass Schlieren setup [2], which is often
applied to axi-symmetrical single hole nozzles. Multi-hole injectors require
a two-pass setup and a high temperature mirror as explained by Payri et al.
[43]. The final setup is very similar to the setups employed for the CMT ex-
periments in [26, 44, 51]. The camera was a Photron SA5, sampling images
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Schlieren setup summary:
Camera: Photron SA5
Lens: Nikkor 50 mm
Im. size: 576 pix x 224 pix
Frame rate: 50 kHz

Exposure time: 2.29 µs

Resolution: 5.3 pix/mm

DBI setup summary:
Camera: Phantom V12
Lens: Zeiss Makro 100 mm
Im. size: 320 pix x 96 pix
Frame rate: 120 kHz
Exposure time: 50 ns
Resolution: 6.38 pix/mm

Photron SA5 Diaphragm

Field lens

Diffuser

Fast LED

Beam splitter

Beam splitterInjectorTest vessel Single point light source Parabolic mirror

Phantom V12

Figure 2: Plan view of the optical setup.

of 576 pix× 224 pix at 50 kHz with a spatial resolution of 5.3 pix/mm. This
produced a field of view (FOV) along the spray axis of 108 mm, and consid-
ering window limits and nozzle location, the maximum penetration length
measurable was 96 mm. The exposure time was set to 2.28 µs.

As shown in Figure 2, beam splitters were located at either side of the
vessel to allow for the light of each technique to travel across the same line-
of-sight but in different directions.

2.2.2. Image processing

Each image is processed using an algorithm that detects the spray bound-
ary and computes its associated properties. The algorithms varied between
the two techniques to maximize the detection performance of each setup.

Diffused back illumination (DBI) images were processed with a segmenta-
tion algorithm that binarizes a pre-processed image based on absolute thresh-
old. The pre-processed image is a 2D extinction map, obtained by computing
the pixel-wise optical thickness (τ) following Beer-Lambert’s law:

τ = − ln (Ii/Io) (1)

Where Ii is the digital value of a given pixel at instant i and Io is the
digital value of that same pixel in the reference state, which, in this case is the
background image before the injection. The background is calculated as an
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ensemble average of all the images acquired before start of injection (SOI).
The absolute threshold set for the binarization of the resulting extinction
map computed from Eq. (1) was set to 0.6 [48, 50].

Schlieren images are processed differently. The program consists of two
extensively used approaches for the processing of these type of images. Two
binarized images are obtained from two different criteria and then merged to
maximize sensitivity. The first algorithm was originally developed at Sandia
National Laboratories (SNL) and is available for download on the ECN web-
site (http://www.sandia.gov/ecn/). The routine detects temporal changes
in pixel-wise intensities by taking the temporal derivative of a series of images.
This produces a 2D map where pixels with higher intensity represent pixels
that are changing their digital values in time. The temporal nature of this
algorithm makes it robust to variations between optical setups, and makes it
very strong for transparent spray images, for example, of very dilute sprays,
low ambient density conditions, light fuels, etc. On the other hand, it does
not work properly for spray images with relatively constant intensity levels,
for example: images of non-evaporative sprays, diaphragm-cut Schlieren va-
por sprays (which are often very dark), combustion-saturated sprays, etc. In
these situations, spray tip penetration is still captured correctly while the full
spray boundary is not. Therefore, an additional intensity-sensitive algorithm
was adapted, explained in detail by Payri et al. [43], enhanced with the dy-
namic background correction detailed by Benajes et al. [51] and Payri et al.
[44]. The two binary maps obtained from each algorithm are combined into
a single binary image from which the contour is extracted. This approach
maximizes sensitivity since it takes advantage of the robustness of the SNL
algorithm for the spray tip region—and dilute regions or sprays—but at the
same time allows for good contour detection in the near nozzle region, where
the liquid core often generates a very dark image.

All processing algorithms extract macroscopic characteristics from the
detected contours. Figure 3 illustrates the definitions for the spray tip pene-
tration and spreading angle utilized in this study. The penetration is calcu-
lated as the distance between the outlet orifice and the furthest point in the
detected boundary. The spreading angle is calculated as the angle included
between two lines that originate at the outlet orifice and are fitted to the
spray contours detected within 3.6 mm and 15 mm axially measured from
the nozzle tip.
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Figure 3: Spray tip penetration and spreading angle definitions illustrated over a Schlieren
image of nozzle k0, injecting the Surrogate fuel at 150 MPa, with an ambient temperature
of 900 K and an ambient density of 22.8 kg/m3.

Table 4: Spray visualization test plan, centered on ECN Spray A boundary conditions
[26].

Parameter Value-Type Units

Ambient density 22.8 kg/m3

Ambient temperature 800, 900, 970 K
Rail pressure 60, 90, 150, 200 MPa
Number of points 12 per nozzle and fuel

Ambient density 15.2, 30.4 kg/m3

Ambient temperature 800, 900 K
Rail pressure 60, 90, 150 MPa
Number of points 12 per nozzle and fuel

Total number of points 24 per nozzle and fuel
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2.2.3. Test plan

The test plan is presented in Table 4, it is centered on ECN Spray A
boundary conditions [26], with parametric variations around these. Since
the time available for experiments was limited, an additional rail pressure
(200 MPa) and ambient temperature (970 K) were performed only at the ref-
erence ambient density case (22.8 kg/m3). Table 4 is sub-divided into these
two groups of points for easier visualization of the test plan. For all condi-
tions, the vessel was filled with nitrogen and the energizing time was fixed
at 2.5 ms. All test points were performed for the two nozzles and three fuels,
comprising a total of 144 test points in the high temperature/high pressure
test rig. Note that all experimental results presented in this manuscript are
available for download at: http://www.cmt.upv.es/DD01.aspx.

3. Results

3.1. Evaporative spray development

Figure 4 presents a time sequence of Schlieren images of two independent
injection events. This sequence demonstrates the typical behavior of evapo-
rative diesel sprays: fuel is injected into a hot ambient gas, the jet velocity
and ambient density shear and atomize the liquid core, the spray entrains
the surrounding hot gas which transfers energy to the liquid fuel and, down-
stream, liquid fuel eventually evaporates completely [52]. The vapor phase
continues to penetrate, exchanging momentum with the ambient gas and
progressively slowing down. Note how the liquid core of n-heptane spray is
considerably smaller than the Surrogate spray, not only in the axial direction
but also in width. The vapor phase of the two fuels, however, present very
similar behavior in terms of spray tip penetration and angle. These findings
will be analyzed in detail in the following sections.

3.2. Spray tip penetration

This section presents spray tip penetration results. Each curve in figures
presented in this section depicts the spray penetration as a function of time
obtained by ensemble averaging multiple consecutive injection events, follow-
ing the same rolling-average algorithm described by Payri et al. [43], utilizing
a window size of 200µs. The algorithm is very similar to an Savitzky-Golay
digital filter but accounting for multiple digital signals (the multiple test
repetitions performed).
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Figure 4: Time sequence of Schlieren images of two injection events. Images have been
trimmed both in the radial and axial directions from their original size, for better fit in
this figure. The contours detected for the liquid and vapor phases are plotted to scale over
the original Schlieren images. Note that contours detected for the liquid phase come from
DBI images acquired with the other camera. In this case, the nozzle is k15, rail pressure
is 150 MPa, ambient density is 22.8 kg/m3 and ambient temperature is 800 K
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The ensemble-averaged signal is then aligned in time with the SOI timing,
which is estimated by performing a linear fit to the raw data set found in
the first 7 mm of the penetration curves of all repetitions, for a given set of
test conditions. A good estimation of the actual SOI for each test condition
facilitates the time-phasing of the penetration curves for comparison. In this
section, continuous and dashed curves represent the vapor and liquid phases
of the spray, respectively, unless specified otherwise.
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Figure 5: The effect of ambient temperature on the vapor and liquid spray development.
In this case, the nozzle is k0, the fuel presented is n-dodecane and ambient density is
22.8 kg/m3.

3.2.1. The effect of ambient temperature and rail pressure

Ambient density (ρ), ambient temperature (Ta) and rail/injection pres-
sure (Pr) are few of the most important parameters, when considering evap-
orating diesel sprays, that significantly influence the spray and combustion
behavior [35, 44]. Ambient density and rail/injection pressure act as a mo-
mentum sink and source, respectively while ambient temperature serves as
evaporative energy source. Figure 5 presents a particular case of nozzle k0
injecting n-dodecane fuel at four different rail pressures and three different
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ambient temperatures. The ambient density is fixed at 22.8 kg/m3 by increas-
ing the ambient pressure (Pa) from 5.53 MPa to 6.72 MPa compensating for
increase in Ta from 800 K to 970 K, respectively. For a fixed ambient density
(momentum sink), the liquid penetration curves (dashed lines) collapse by
ambient temperature values while the vapor penetration curves (solid lines)
collapse by injection pressure values. Thus the liquid penetration is con-
trolled by ambient temperature (evaporative energy source to vaporize fuel),
while the vapor penetration is controlled by injection pressure (momentum
source). The liquid penetration length is not influenced by rail pressure.
This is typical when there is abundance of evaporative energy available, i.e.,
the rate of vaporization is influenced by rate of entrainment/mixing. As
the fuel injection rate increases with injection pressure, the air entrainment
increases proportionately, thus maintaining the energy balance and liquid
length as previously observed in literature [52, 53]. Since the vapor spray
is momentum-driven, changes in ambient temperature—at constant ambient
density—are not expected to affect the vapor spray penetration or spreading
angle, as the authors have previously observed [54, 55]. There is a secondary
effect due to increase in Pa and Ta to maintain constant ρ, the momentum
flux of the spray decreases and hence, the vapor penetration decreases. How-
ever, it is not experimentally observable as a clear trend as the variation of
Pa is much less (<1.6 %) than Pr.

3.2.2. Comparing nozzles

Figure 6 shows a subset of the full test matrix results obtained from the
experiments. The effect of injection pressure (top), and ambient density
(bottom) on spray development are shown for the two different nozzles. The
different test conditions are indicated by symbols.

Overall, in spite of lower mass flow rate and momentum flux [41], the con-
ical nozzle k15 shows faster tip penetration rates in the later stages of the
spray development (time > 0.5 ms) when compared to the cylindrical nozzle
k0. This occurs because of the turbulent velocity profiles produced by the
cylindrical nozzle [56], that enhance spray mixing and momentum exchange
which in turn leads to slower tip penetration. Therefore, at higher rail pres-
sures (Figure 6-top), where the effect of aerodynamic drag loses importance,
the difference in the penetration of sprays produced by the two nozzles is
reduced. This is also due to the increasingly higher momentum flux from
nozzle k0 at higher rail pressures in comparison to nozzle k15 [41]. Conse-
quently, the low injection pressure case shown in the bottom part of Figure
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Figure 6: The effect of nozzle geometry on spray tip penetration for different rail pressures
at an ambient density of 22.8 kg/m3 (top), and different ambient densities at a rail pressure
of 60.0 MPa (bottom). In this case, the fuel presented is n-dodecane and the ambient
temperature is 900 K.
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6 for all densities, marks a clear difference between the penetration rate of
the two nozzles, with k15 being consistently the faster of the two. These
conditions allow time for the aerodynamic interactions to develop, and tur-
bulent velocity profiles in the outlet orifice become more important to the
gas entrainment process. The higher turbulence at the outlet of the cylin-
drical orifice k0 enhances liquid phase break-up, smaller droplets evaporate
faster and exchange momentum more efficiently with the ambient gas which
reduces the liquid length in the stabilized region. For the vapor phase, the
turbulence is carried over, enhancing momentum exchange and thus slowing
down the spray in comparison to the conical nozzle.

The authors already reported similar behavior from comparable exper-
iments and conditions for isothermal non-evaporative sprays of the same
nozzles and fuels [40, 41]. The trends presented in those studies were sim-
ilar to those presented in this paper for the vapor phase, not only directly
comparing nozzles, but also in how the nozzles responded to ambient den-
sity and rail pressure. Similar results—comparing nozzles in both liquid and
vapor phase sprays—were also reported previously by Som et al. [16] and
Montanaro et al. [17]. In both studies, authors perform numerical simula-
tions of isothermal and evaporative sprays for cylindrical and conical nozzles,
showing that the penetration curves start to diverge after a certain time has
passed and aerodynamic interaction has played its part, even though the
effect of nozzle geometry is just introduced as boundary conditions at the
orifice interface. Note that Montanaro et al. [17] observed the same trend
in their experimental results, presented in the same paper but discussed in
detailed further by Zhang et al. [18].

In the case of the vapor spray, the comparison between nozzles was similar
for all fuels. This was not the case for the isothermal non-evaporative sprays
studied previously by the authors [41], which suggests that the vapor spray
penetration is mainly controlled by momentum and therefore, independent
of fuel. This is discussed in detailed in the next section.

Figure 6 also shows the behavior of the liquid phase penetration (dashed
lines). The cylindrical nozzle k0 consistently showed shorter stabilized liquid
penetration lengths when compared to the conical nozzle k15, throughout the
full test matrix. This is attributed to the increased turbulence at the outlet
orifice and the consequent larger near-field spreading angle [40, 41]. Figure 6
also illustrates, once more, how the stabilized liquid lengths are independent
of injection pressures but strongly affected by and inversely proportional to
ambient density [52].
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3.2.3. Comparing fuels
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Figure 7: Spray tip penetration for all fuels and different rail pressures at an ambient
density of 22.8 kg/m3 (top), and different ambient densities at a rail pressure of 60.0 MPa
(bottom). In this case, the nozzle is k0 and the ambient temperature is 900 K.

A similar analysis can be carried out comparing fuels. Figure 7 presents
results of the evolution of the spray tip penetration for select test conditions.
Overall, the vapor spray tip penetrations observed were similar for all fuels.
This is in agreement with the observations of the nozzle comparisons, where
both nozzles responded in similar ways to different fuels. This is also in
agreement with the observations of Kook and Pickett [57], and confirms that
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the vapor spray tip penetration is independent of the fuel utilized, keeping
the rest of the variables constant, since spray momentum is also independent
of fuel [41, 57], even though the rate of injection is affected by fuel density
[41, 58]. The top part of Figure 7 confirms, once again, how the liquid length
is independent of injection pressure, while the bottom part of Figure 7 shows
the liquid lengths inversely proportional to ambient density, as expected [52].

Regarding fuels, n-heptane showed the shortest liquid lengths, followed
by n-dodecane, with the Surrogate fuel consistently featuring longer liquid
lengths. The stabilized liquid length is determined by the axial location at
which the liquid spray has entrained the necessary energy to fully evaporate
[52]. This in turn is dictated by the density and boiling point of the fuel
along with the spreading angle of the spray. n-Heptane features the lowest
density and boiling point of the three fuels. The difference in spreading angle
between fuels is not large enough to significantly affect the hot gas energy
entrainment, even though n-heptane appears to penetrate slightly slower in
the vapor penetration curves. The influence of more specific fuel properties
over the stabilized liquid length is analyzed further in section 3.4.

3.3. Spray spreading angle

The spray tip penetration is closely related to the spray spreading angle
[40, 41]. Larger spreading angles imply more momentum exchange with
the ambient gas which, in turn, renders slower spray tip penetration rates
downstream. Figure 6 showed that the sprays produced by the cylindrical
nozzle penetrate slower when compared to those produced by the conical
nozzle, so larger spreading angles should be expected for the former. Figure
8 shows a scatter of vapor spray spreading angle values for all test conditions
at 900 K. The spreading angle reported is the angle included between two
linear fits performed to the top and bottom halves of the detected spray
contour located within 3.6 mm and 15 mm axially measured from the nozzle
tip (see Figure 3 for an illustration of the angle estimation). The lines fitted
are forced to pass through the nozzle outlet. Angle signals from all repetitions
are then averaged in the stabilized region of the injection event, from 1 ms to
3 ms after SOI, to obtain a single value per test in order to make comparisons
for analysis.

The spreading angle was not found to be significantly affected by the rail
pressure, as seen previously by the authors [40, 41] and also found in the
literature [59, 60]. Increasing ambient density, on the other hand, increases
spreading angle accordingly. Still, the effect of the nozzle geometry was
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found to be as significant as the effect of ambient density, with the cylindrical
nozzle k0 showing larger spreading angles along the full test matrix. This
result is in agreement with the previous findings of the authors for non-
evaporative isothermal sprays [40, 41]. Moreover, note how fuels do not seem
to show clear trends affecting the spreading angle. This is in agreement with
the gas jet theory, but contradicts the behavior found by the authors with
the same nozzles and fuels for non-evaporative isothermal sprays [41], where
n-heptane showed larger spreading angles through the test matrix due to
its lower density, viscosity and surface tension. The results of the present
study put together with those presented by Payri et al. [41] for the same
nozzles and fuels mark a clear difference between the liquid isothermal non-
evaporative spray and the vapor spray. Even though Figure 8 only presents
spreading angle results for ambient temperatures of 900 K, the trends found
were similar at 800 K and 970 K. Note that all data is available for download
at: http://www.cmt.upv.es/DD01.aspx.

3.4. Liquid penetration length for different nozzles and fuels

From all time-resolved liquid penetration signals, a time-averaged single
value can be extracted to synthesize the liquid length response to the different
variables tested into simpler information. From this point forward, all liquid
length values presented correspond to those obtained by averaging the liquid
penetration signals from 1 ms to 3 ms after SOI. Note that temperatures and
densities plotted are not the nominal set points but instead measurements
or estimations from the actual during-test conditions.

Figure 9 presents a select group of liquid length values for all nozzles
and fuels along an ambient temperature sweep, at the central ambient den-
sity of 22.8 kg/m3 and the two limits of rail pressure tested: 60 MPa and
200 MPa. As expected, liquid lengths are inversely proportional to ambient
temperature [52], because the hotter ambient gas entrained provides more
energy for the vaporization of a given mass of fuel. The cylindrical nozzle
k0 features shorter liquid lengths through the full test matrix, but its ef-
fect on liquid length is reduced with increasing injection pressure, as shown
by Figure 9-top and bottom respectively. This could be explained by the
observations of vapor spray tip penetration presented in section 3.2.2 (see
Figure 6), where the effect of nozzle geometry on spray penetration is more
important at lower rail pressures because of the longer time needed for the
fuel to reach a certain penetration length, and because of the smaller quan-
tity of gas entrained, when compared to very high rail pressure cases. The
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smaller quantity of gas entrained make the nozzle outlet conditions more
relevant to the momentum exchange, and the longer time needed to reach a
certain penetration length allow for the momentum exchange to be amplified
by the turbulent velocity profiles at the nozzle outlet, which consequently
renders a shorter liquid lengths for the cylindrical nozzle k0. Note that sim-
ilar observations—regarding the effect of nozzle geometry and rail pressure
over the spray development—were reported by the authors in previous ex-
periments of liquid non-evaporative sprays of the same nozzles and fuels [41].
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Figure 9: Time-averaged liquid length values for all nozzles and fuels along an ambient
temperature sweep.

Figure 9 also shows a clear separation between the liquid lengths produced
by the three fuels tested. In similar conditions, n-heptane produces sprays
with considerably shorter liquid length than n-dodecane, which is followed by
the Surrogate fuel. This was already depicted in Figures 4 and 7 for particular
test conditions, synthesized here for a larger data set and is also seen in Figure
10 for different ambient densities. The main drivers of these trends are the
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thermodynamic properties and density of each fuel, with n-heptane featuring
lower density and boiling point than n-dodecane and all components of the
Surrogate fuel. Note that these results agree with the literature: the liquid
length of the Surrogate fuel is controlled by its heavier components, and thus,
it results longer than the liquid length of n-dodecane [52, 53, 61], even though
the Surrogate starts to evaporate earlier at atmospheric conditions.
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Figure 10: Time-averaged liquid length values for all nozzles and fuels along an ambient
density sweep.

The effect of ambient density is synthesized in Figure 10. As expected,
liquid lengths are inversely proportional to ambient density [52]. Note that
the trends for nozzle geometry and fuel effects remain, as already discussed.

Properly predicting liquid lengths is of great interest for combustion
chamber development. Siebers [61] presented a scaling law based in the
fundamental physical processes that take place in the evaporative spray, al-
lowing for fast predictions of liquid length for single-component fuels. Higgins
et al. [53] proposed an alternative model which considers multi-component
fuels, through basic thermodynamic properties of each component at refer-
ence conditions:

xliq = kAαBβdo (2)

Where k is a proportioning constant, A =
√
ρf/ρ is the density ratio,
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and B is the specific energy ratio, calculated as:

B =

∑N
i=1mihvap,i + (Tb,max − Tf )

∑N
i=1miCp,liq,i

Cp,air(Ta − Tb,max)
∑N

i=1mi

(3)

Where Tb,max is the maximum Tb among the N species and mi is the mass
fraction of species i. Note that A and B are evaluated using the atmospheric
properties of the fuel, which is very convenient. Fuel properties utilized for
the evaluation of the A and B terms are summarized in Tables 2 and 3.
Fuel temperature at the outlet orifice was estimated from the data collected
previously by Payri et al. [46]. Higgins et al. [53] proposed values for k, α
and β but these not necessarily apply for any nozzle, fuel, and/or outside the
test conditions covered. Moreover, this model would not predict properly the
effect of nozzle geometry. The effect of nozzle geometry could be included by
introducing the effective diameter instead of the nominal diameter (deff =
do
√
Ca), so Eq. (2) can be re-written:

xliq = kAαBβdo
√
Ca (4)
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Figure 11: Non-linear regression of the model originally presented by Higgins et al. [53],
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represent ±σ.

Where Ca is the area coefficient, previously measured by the authors for
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all nozzles and fuels [41]. This model was employed to predict all liquid
length values measured, and the results are presented in Figure 11. In this
figure, nozzles are denoted by symbols while fuels are distinguished by color
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article). Each color is shaded so that
ambient temperatures are differentiable, if such is the intent of the reader.
The regression coefficients are shown in the top-left corner of the figure, along
with the root-mean-square error (RMSE) of the fit. Note how the effect of
ambient density is very well captured, with α = 0.51 when mixing-limited
models predict a value of 0.5 [61]. Considering how little data is needed
to use Eq. (4) for these fast liquid length predictions, these are acceptable
results, with the RMSE low at 1.3 mm. However, Figure 11 demonstrates
that even though the effect of nozzle geometry is partially captured by the
model, there is still an offset from the main diagonal when comparing nozzles
at equal conditions. Hence, Eq. (4) can be modified further by introducing
vapor spray spreading angles (presented in Figure 8):

xliq = kdo
√
CaA

αBβ tanφ(θ/2) (5)

For this regression, the coefficient defining the effect of ambient density
(α) was fixed to 0.5 to comply with the mixing-limited evaporative spray
theory [61] and reduce the degrees of freedom of the regression. The results
from this non-linear fit are presented in Figure 12. Note that the coefficient
for the spreading angle results negative, which is expected since larger an-
gles would produce shorter liquid lengths. Note also that the β coefficient
remains the same as in the previous model, but now the effect of nozzle ge-
ometry is captured better, which then reduces the RMSE. Still, the behavior
of the Surrogate is not completely well captured by the model, even though
this fuel is the original reason why the model was implemented. Fuel prop-
erties in Tables 2 and 3 indicate that all fuels tested in this study feature
comparable specific heats and enthalpies of vaporization. The significant
differences between fuels are actually the boiling points. Higgins et al. [53]
demonstrated that considering only T90—or simply, the boiling point for
single-component fuels—may not be an appropriate approach for some fuels,
for instance, methanol. Alcohols in general feature considerably larger en-
thalpies of vaporization than hydrocarbons [53, 62], which means that, even
though their boiling points may be lower, complete evaporation requires far
more energy entrained into the spray, which translates into longer length
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scales [53, 62]. However, Higgins et al. [53] also observed a good correlation
between predicted liquid lengths and T90 for a large group of other fuels.
In the case of this study, considering fuel properties in Tables 2 and 3 and
that all fuels are hydrocarbons, it would be reasonable to think that even a
simpler model would be equally suited to properly predict liquid lengths.
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sented in Eq. (5). Dashed lines represent ±σ.

xliq = kdo
√
CaA

αT baT
c
90tan

φ(θ/2) (6)

A simpler model is presented in Eq. (6). This engineering correlation
separates the contributions of T90 and Ta into two degrees of freedom. Once
more, the coefficient for the density ratio A was fixed to 0.5. Note that the
regression coefficient for the spreading angle (φ) resulted in a value relatively
close to the value obtained for the model presented in Eq. (5). Note also
that the relationship between the predicted liquid length and T90 is practi-
cally linear, and that liquid length is inversely proportional to the ambient
temperature squared. This model, even though simpler, results more conve-
nient for the case of study since it captures better the behavior of the different
fuels, while still reproducing reasonably the effect of nozzle geometry.
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3.5. Spray boundary fluctuations

Payri et al. [40] presented line-of-sight fluctuation maps of the detected
spray boundaries, which clearly marked differences between the cylindrical
and conical nozzle for liquid non-evaporative isothermal n-dodecane sprays.
Later, Payri et al. [41] presented similar maps for the same non-evaporative
sprays, but then showing also the three fuels tested in this study. These maps
illustrated how the cylindrical nozzle widens the liquid spray immediately af-
ter the fuel has exited the orifice, while the spray produced by the conical
nozzle spreads more progressively downstream. Spray boundary fluctuations
were also found to be greater for the cylindrical nozzle. Moreover, these maps
showed that the liquid non-evaporative isothermal n-heptane spray featured
larger spreading angle and fluctuations in the boundary region, followed by
the Surrogate spray. This section discusses analogous maps which are con-
structed from the spray boundaries of the liquid and vapor phases separately
detected, to asses if the conclusions drawn from the liquid non-evaporative
isothermal sprays are carried on to hot evaporative sprays.

Figure 14 shows line-of-sight fluctuation maps of liquid sprays produced
by the two nozzles and three fuels at a particular case of test conditions.
Each map is calculated as the standard deviation between all binary images
of the detected sprays from the corresponding test. Examples of the binary
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Figure 14: Liquid spray fluctuation maps for all nozzles and fuels at a rail pressure of
60.0 MPa, an ambient density of 15.2 kg/m3, and an ambient temperature of 900 K. Maps
comprise all test repetitions and images from 0.5 ms after SOI to the end of the signals.
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images can be found in the work of Payri et al. [43]. This calculation is
done past 0.5 ms after SOI to guarantee that the spray is in steady state.
Therefore, a black pixel corresponds to a non-fluctuating location: the spray
never occupies that pixel or the pixel is always considered to be within the
spray during the time window considered. On the other hand, the brighter a
pixel is, the more likely it is for fluctuations to occur at that location (and/or
the stronger fluctuations at that location are) and, as expected, this happens
near the spray boundary.

The first important observation that Figure 14 provides is that the spray
produced by the cylindrical nozzle k0 spreads immediately after the fuel
has exited the orifice, while the spray produced by nozzle k15 starts thin
and spreads progressively downstream, as previously seen in non-evaporative
isothermal sprays [40, 41]. This implies that the nozzle geometry has great
effect on what Benajes et al. [63] refer to as transitional length, which is the
region after the intact liquid core starts to break but before the spray starts
its linear evolution. Moreover, fluctuation maps for k0 are more diffuse in
the radial direction, which indicates larger fluctuations, which was also seen
by Payri et al. [40, 41] in the non-evaporative isothermal case. Since the
evaporative sprays are small relative to the spatial resolution achieved, no
important differences could be observed between fuels in terms of fluctuations
as presented here.

Still, observing these two-dimensional maps directly complicates the di-
rect comparison between nozzles. If these maps are integrated from 1 mm
to 9 mm along the spray axis, a quantitative measurements of the fluctu-
ation strength and area can be synthesized into a single value—which will
be referred to as “fluctuation power”—per test condition, nozzle and fuel
[40]. Note that the integration excludes the tip region, to exclude fluctu-
ations in the liquid length, which are out of the scope of this publication
[64]. Liquid spray fluctuation power values are presented in Figure 15 for all
nozzles and fuels at an ambient temperature of 900 K. Payri et al. [40] pre-
sented and similar analysis for non-evaporative isothermal sprays, showing
that fluctuation power was directly proportional to ambient density, due to
the increased turbulence and momentum exchange, and that the cylindrical
nozzle featured larger values at equal injection conditions. In the case of
evaporative sprays, larger ambient densities a translated into smaller liquid
sprays, so fluctuation power values are slightly reduced due to the decrease
in line-of-sight area in the radial direction. Still, Figure 15 shows that, gen-
erally, fluctuation power values are scaled with ambient density, similarly to
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the non-evaporative isothermal case, even though the higher ambient density
sprays are smaller in projected area. Also, the cylindrical nozzle k0 features
larger fluctuation power values all through the test matrix when compared to
the conical nozzle k15 at equal test conditions, which results from a combi-
nation of the wider spray produced and a more diffuse fluctuation map. Note
that the effect of ambient density over each fuel is not constant. The Surro-
gate fuel liquid spray seems to be less affected by changes in ambient density,
which could be related to its higher density, viscosity and surface tension,
all which help the liquid droplets to conserve momentum. n-Heptane, on the
other hand, seems to be more affected by changes in ambient density, with
n-dodecane in the middle, which agrees with the non-evaporative isothermal
spray results presented previously by the authors [41].
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Figure 15: Liquid spray fluctuation power from 1 mm to 9 mm along the spray axis, at an
ambient temperature of 900 K.

A similar analysis can be carried out for the vapor phase, which should
agree with the penetration and spreading angle observations already pre-
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sented, as was the case for non-evaporative isothermal sprays [41]. Line-
of-sight fluctuation maps of vapor sprays are presented in Figure 16 for all
nozzles and fuels at a particular case of test conditions. Plots in the left col-
umn demonstrate that the cylindrical nozzle k0 produces vapor sprays which
spread immediately after exiting the orifice, while the conical nozzle produces
a thin jet that spreads more progressively downstream, which again suggests
that the nozzle geometry is affecting the transitional length [63]. Note that
this result is in agreement with the findings for the liquid phase presented
here, and those found for non-evaporative isothermal sprays analyzed previ-
ously by the authors, for the same nozzles and fuels [41]. As in the liquid
phase case, the cylindrical nozzle k0 produces not only wider sprays but
also more diffuse fluctuation maps, which indicates larger fluctuations in the
line-of-sight spray boundaries detected. The vapor phase fluctuation maps
are not as diffuse—statistically evenly distributed—near the spray bound-
ary as the liquid phase maps or those presented previously by Payri et al.
[40, 41], due to the lower frame rate of the camera in this particular setup,
which translates into smaller total number of frames from which to extract
the maps.

Analogous to the liquid phase case, these maps can be integrated from
3.6 mm to 50 mm along the spray axis to synthesize part of these maps into
a single fluctuation power value per test conditions. Note that 3.6 mm is
selected as the lower limit since it is the same limit used for the calculation
of the vapor spray spreading angles presented in Figure 8. Vapor spray
fluctuation power values are presented in Figure 17 for all nozzles and fuels
at an ambient temperature of 900 K. In general, fluctuation power values
for the vapor spray are also scaled with ambient density, and remain larger
for the cylindrical nozzle k0 when compared to the conical nozzle k15. In
contrast to the liquid phase results presented in Figure 15, the different
fuels were not found to respond in significantly different ways—in terms of
fluctuations—to changes in ambient density, which is in agreement with the
spray tip penetration observations for evaporative sprays presented in this
study. Again, this was not the case for the non-evaporative isothermal sprays
studied previously [41].

Observations presented in this study, along with previous conclusions
gathered by the authors for the same nozzle and fuels [41] suggest that the
vapor spray is indeed controlled by momentum and turbulence conditions
at the nozzle outlet—strongly dictated by nozzle geometry—but the inter-
actions between the vapor phase of the spray and the ambient gas are not
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Figure 16: Vapor spray fluctuation maps for all nozzles and fuels at a rail pressure of
60.0 MPa, an ambient density of 15.2 kg/m3, and an ambient temperature of 900 K. The
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injections.
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strongly affected by fuel properties, which was not found to be the case for
the liquid phase spray in both the evaporative case presented here, and the
non-evaporative isothermal case presented previously [41].

4. Conclusions

The influence of internal nozzle flow characteristics over the evaporative
spray development is studied experimentally for two different nozzle geome-
tries and three different fuels. The macroscopic spray characteristics are
obtained by imaging the liquid and vapor phases of the spray simultaneously
using independent cameras and optical techniques, and the results are re-
ported in this work. The liquid phase is captured by a fast-pulsed diffused
back illumination setup, while the vapor phase is captured by a single-pass
Schlieren setup with diaphragm. A conical nozzle and a cylindrical nozzle
with 8.6 % larger outlet diameter are included in this study. Among the three
fuels, two are pure components—n-heptane and n-dodecane—while the third
consists of a three-component surrogate to better represent the physical and
chemical properties of diesel fuel.

For a fixed ambient density, the liquid penetration is controlled by the
available energy for vaporization (mainly ambient temperature and ambient
density) while the vapor penetration is controlled by momentum (mainly rail
pressure and ambient density). The cylindrical nozzle, in spite of higher mass
flow rate and momentum flux, shows slower vapor spray tip penetration when
compared to the conical nozzle. Also, the cylindrical nozzle consistently pro-
duced shorter liquid lengths. The vapor spray spreading angle is found to
be inversely proportional to the spray tip penetration, largely influenced by
the nozzle geometry and the ambient density. n-Heptane spray shows the
shortest liquid lengths, followed by n-dodecane and finally the Surrogate.
However, no significant difference in vapor penetration rates was found be-
tween fuels, confirming that the vapor spray is controlled by momentum,
which is independent of fuel. This was not the case for the non-evaporative
isothermal sprays previously studied by the authors. Liquid lengths show
the expected responses to parametric variations of ambient temperature and
density. Two empirical predictive models are presented and utilized to ana-
lyze the influence of fuel properties on the liquid length. The primary factor
controlling the liquid length between fuels is found to be their volatility. Fi-
nally, the cylindrical nozzle exhibits larger line-of-sight contour fluctuations
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in both the liquid and vapor phases, which in turn contributes to the shorter
liquid lengths and slower vapor penetration.

The experimental findings from this work on the macroscopic spray be-
havior, and the large database obtained (available for download at: http:

//www.cmt.upv.es/DD01.aspx), could be used to validate CFD models that
could help the community understand the fundamental driving mechanisms
behind these observations.
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